2020 Supplement
Dear Henri Studio Enthusiast!

TWENTY NEW FOUNTAINS for the 2020 Season!! With copper and lights abounding, the creativity continues at Henri Studio with the widest, most diverse and most original product offerings in the market today.

- The **3-Tier and 4-Tier Buckingham Fountains** put a “wide copper spill” twist on the traditional tiered fountain. We think you’ll agree that this is a significant evolution of the art.
- Four unique wall fountains offer wide copper spills and cascading water, each with its own unique theme. The **Starry Night, Terrain, Bamboo and Northwoods Wall Fountains** provide an artistic or natural background to wide and soothing water flow.
- The **Bauhaus Fountain** is three levels of modern, cantilevered and lighted beauty; accented with six brilliant copper spills. Bauhaus design celebrates 100 years in 2019 and this is a fitting tribute.
- Our **Reflections Fountain** features three expansive and lighted reflecting pools with wide copper spills providing soothing water flow for any landscape.
- Our **Luminaire Fountains**, both **Round and Square**, elevate fountaineering to brand new heights. Fourteen discs, stacked and separated by acrylic rings, provide a literally floating appearance. Plus, changeable central lighting allows just the right nighttime ambiance.
- Reaching upward in an asymmetrical fashion, the **Aspire Fountain** is both form and function. A beautiful piece of art, its glistening waters bring this ethereal element of nature to the forefront while the natural landscape can be seen beyond.
- Bringing fountains and plantings even closer, our **Rainforest Wall Fountain** combines a centrally plunging sheet of water with shelves on either side for your favorite plants or collectibles. A virtual rainforest in your outdoor space….
- Our **Pinnacle Fountain** provides generous, sheeting water flow in an upright and compact, low-splash design. The up-lighting reflecting off of trees will mesmerize the spirit.
- Our new **Cascading Leaf Fountain** will easily grace that special nook in your garden with water, sound and lights.
- The **Terrazza Fountain** offers old-world, rustic appeal. Its great water action and sound are topped off with dancing lights that shimmer in the night.
- Our **Gathering Turtles Fountains**, in both low and tall versions are a visual delight, as a family of five gathers around the water and light on a large African lily.
- The **Lotus Fountains**, also in low and tall versions, is a beautiful complement to the multiple colors of your garden. Whether in High Tone paint or Relic Stain, its graceful design will captivate all.
- The **Siena Cascade Fountain** is stately and provides the quintessential fountain look from its 32 perfectly carved spills.
- Two pairs of square planters, Large and Medium, **Antiqued and Shell Planters** make a statement and offer generous planting area.
- “Tanner” the Ticklish Dragon along with “Bella”, “Piper” and “Scout” add a magical whimsy to any garden setting.
- “Henri” the Hippo gives a wry smile while “Luna” the Unicorn will add magic to any garden.
- Our **New Mascots** include “Raider Red” of Texas Tech, the “Clemson Tiger” and the **NDSU Bison**.

Wishing you much outdoor enjoyment!

The Henri Studio Team
The 3-Tier and 4-Tier Buckingham Fountains put a “wide copper spill” twist on the traditional tiered fountain. We think you’ll agree that this is a significant evolution of the art.
Four unique wall fountains offer wide copper edges and cascading spills, each with its own unique theme. The Bamboo, Northwoods, Terrain and Starry Night Wall Fountains provide an artistic or natural background to wide and soothing water flow.

Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.
Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.

4422F1
Terrain Wall Fountain, 1 pc.
46 in. H, 15 in. W, 20 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Lava (RL)

4421F1HT (HT finish)
4421F1 (All other finishes)
Starry Night Wall Fountain, 1 pc.
46 in. H, 15 in. W, 20 in. F-B
- Shown in Hi-Tone (HT)
The Bauhaus Fountain is three levels of modern, cantilevered and lighted beauty; accented with six brilliant copper spills. Bauhaus design celebrates 100 years in 2019 and this is a fitting tribute.

**4005F3 Bauhaus Fountain, 3 pc.**
28 in. H, 31 in. W, 39 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Lava (RL)

No. 4005A Bauhaus Fountain Top Section - 11 in. H, 17 in. W, 32 in. F-B
No. 4005B Bauhaus Fountain Middle Section - 5 in. H, 27 in. W, 14 in. F-B
No. 4005C Bauhaus Fountain Bottom Section - 12 in. H, 18 in. W, 32 in. F-B

*Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.*
Our Reflections Fountain features three expansive and lighted reflecting pools with wide copper spills providing soothing water flow for any landscape.

Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.
Our Luminaire Fountains, both Round and Square, elevate fountaineering to brand new heights. Fourteen discs, stacked and separated by acrylic rings provide a literally floating appearance. Plus, changeable central lighting allows just the right nighttime ambiance.

**4006F17**  
**Luminaire Fountain - Round, 17 pc.**  
57.5 in. H, 30 in. W, 30 in. F-B  
- Shown in Relic Nebbia (RN)

- No. 4006 Luminaire Round Segment (Order 14 for Set) - 2 in. H, 12 in. Diam.
- No. 6006A Luminaire Pebble Door - 3 in. H, 26.5 in. W, 14 in. F-B
- No. 6006B Luminaire Pebble Door - 3 in. H, 26.5 in. W, 14 in. F-B

Brilliant Underwater Multi-Color LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.
Fountains

Turn each level for a different perspective!

Brilliant Underwater Multi-Color LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.

Yellow

Red

Cobalt

Purple

4007F17
Luminaire Fountain - Square, 17 pc.
57.5 in. H, 30 in. W, 30 in. F-B

- Shown in Relic Lava (RL)

No. 4007 Luminaire Square Segment (Order 14 for Set) - 2 in. H, 11 in. W, 11 in. F-B
No. 6006A Luminaire Pebble Door - 3 in. H, 26.5 in. W, 14 in. F-B
No. 6006B Luminaire Pebble Door - 3 in. H, 26.5 in. W, 14 in. F-B

1.800.323.4784
Fountains

Reaching upward in an asymmetrical fashion, the Aspire Fountain is both form and function. A beautiful piece of art, its glistening waters bring this ethereal element of nature to the forefront while the natural landscape can be seen beyond.

Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.

5051F2
Aspire Fountain, 2 pc.
53 in. H, 40.5 in. W, 25 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Lava (RL)
No. 5051 Aspire Top - 45 in. H, 32 in. W, 12 in. F-B
Bringing fountains and plantings even closer, our Rainforest Wall Fountain combines a centrally plunging sheet of water with shelves on either side for your favorite plants or collectibles. A virtual rainforest in your outdoor space.

**4441F1 Rainforest Wall Fountain, 1 pc.**

48 in. H, 36.5 in. W, 25.5 in. F-B

- Shown in Relic Lava (RL)

Plants/Containers are not included

Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.
Our Pinnacle Fountain provides generous, sheeting water flow in an upright and compact, low-splash design. The up-lighting reflecting off of trees will mesmerize the spirit.

Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.

5779F1
Pinnacle Fountain, 1 pc.
40 in. H, 18 in. W, 24 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Roho (RR)
The Terrazza Fountain offers old-world, rustic appeal. Its great water action and sound are topped off with dancing lights that shimmer in the night. Our new Cascading Leaf Fountain will easily grace that special nook in your garden with water, sound and lights.

**5704F2**
**Terrazza Fountain, 2 pc.**
24 in. H, 27 in. W, 16 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Lava (RL)
No. 5704A Terrazza Top - 18 in. H, 16.5 in. W, 9 in. F-B
No. 5704B Terrazza Basin - 14 in. H, 27 in. W, 16 in. F-B

**4950F2**
**Cascading Leaf Fountain, 2 pc.**
15 in. H, 33 in. W, 14.5 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Sargasso (RS)
No. 4950A Cascading Leaf Top - 7.5 in. H, 23 in. W, 14.5 in. F-B
No. 4950B Cascading Leaf Basin - 9 in. H, 34 in. W, 21 in. F-B

Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.
Our Gathering Turtles Fountain, in both low and tall versions are a visual delight, as a family of five gathers around the water and light on a large African lily.

**5347F2B**

**Tall Gathering Turtles Fountain, 2 pc.**
38 in. H, 22 in. Diam.
- Shown in Relic Sargasso (RS)
No. 5347 Gathering Turtles Top - 3 in. H, 17 in. Diam.
No. 6344 Tall Tranquility Vase with Supports - 37 in. H, 22 in. Diam.

**5347F2A**

**Gathering Turtles Fountain, 2 pc.**
- Shown in Relic Sargasso (RS)
No. 5347 Gathering Turtles Top - 3 in. H, 17 in. Diam.
No. 6342 Tranquility Vase with Supports - 12 in. H, 22 in. Diam.

*Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering night-time effect.*
The Lotus Fountain, also in low and tall versions, is a beautiful complement to the multiple colors of your garden. Whether in High Tone paint or Relic Stain, its graceful design will captivate all.

Brilliant Underwater LED light kit included for shimmering nighttime effect.

**Lotus Fountain, 2 pc.**
17.5 in. H, 22 in. Diam.
- Shown in Relic Hi-Tone (RH)

No. 5348 Lotus Top - 7 in. H, 16 in. Diam.
No. 6342 Tranquility Vase with Supports - 12 in. H, 22 in. Diam.

**Tall Lotus Fountain, 2 pc.**
42 in. H, 22 in. Diam.
- Shown in Hi-Tone (HT)

No. 5348 Lotus Top - 7 in. H, 16 in. Diam.
No. 6344 Tall Tranquility Vase with Supports - 37 in. H, 22 in. Diam.
The Siena Cascade Fountain is stately and provides the quintessential fountain look from its 32 perfectly carved spills.
Our New Mascots include Raider Red of Texas Tech, the Clemson Tiger and the NDSU Bison.

**College Mascots**

2942HT (HT finish)
2942 (All other finishes)
**Clemson University**
“Clemson Tiger”
21 in. H, 13.5 in. W, 7 in. F-B
- Shown in pre-production sculpture

2943HT (HT finish)
2943 (All other finishes)
**North Dakota State University**
“Bison”
13.5 in. H, 20.5 in. W, 7.5 in. F-B
- Shown in pre-production sculpture

2941HT (HT finish)
2941 (All other finishes)
**Texas Tech University**
“Raider Red”
19 in. H, 15 in. W, 10 in. F-B
- Shown in Hi-Tone (HT)
Two pairs of square planters, Large and Medium, Antiqued and Shell Planters make a statement and offer generous planting area.

8477
Large Antiqued Planter
24.5 in. H, 30 in. W, 30 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Lava (RL)

8476
Medium Antiqued Planter
16.5 in. H, 21 in. W, 21 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Lava (RL)
8478
**Medium Shell Planter**
16.5 in. H, 21 in. W, 21 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Tuscan Sun (TS)

8479
**Large Shell Planter**
24.5 in. H, 30 in. W, 30 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Tuscan Sun (TS)
“Tanner” the Ticklish Dragon along with “Bella”, “Piper” and “Scout” add a magical whimsy to any garden setting.
“Luna” the Unicorn will add magic to any garden, while “Henri” the Hippo gives a wry smile.

1869HT (HT finish)
1869 (All other finishes)
“Luna” the Unicorn
18 in. H, 19.5 in. W, 8 in. F-B
- Shown in Hi-Tone (HT)
  and Relic Fumato (RF)

2898
“Henri” the Hippo
17.5 in. H, 12 in. W, 21 in. F-B
- Shown in Relic Frosted Mocha (FM)
Henri cast stone creations are enriched by an unparalleled selection of popular finishes. From rich Relic Stains and subtle Stone Washes to traditional Acrylics and colorful Hi-Tones, the vivid palette of extraordinary finishes infuse Henri cast stone creations with an aura of timelessness.

**Relic Stain Finishes**

Relic’s weathered look blends rustic earth tones into unique and striking combinations. Within its color range, each Relic Stain finish will vary from lighter to darker, with some sporadic mottling. Relic Stains enhance and reveal the rich character sculpted into each Henri creation.

**Relic Hi-Tone Finishes**

Some Henri originals are available with one or many relic highlights, adding further depth to an already rich and vibrant finish. Identified as Relic Hi-Tone (RH).
Stone Wash Finishes

Softer tones with a consistent hue, Henri’s Stone Wash Finishes lend a rich and elegant look to virtually any sculpture or fountain.

Acrylic Finishes

Traditional paint and antique finishes tastefully adorn our cast-stone creations to create a classic look.

Hi-Tone (HT) Finishes

Subtle highlighting in which various acrylic colors are applied for a lively overall effect. Only select Henri items are available in Hi-Tone and these are usually depicted as such in the Henri Catalogue.

Natural Finish (NA)

Henri cast stone without a stain or painted finish, the Henri Natural is the most refined and unblemished cast stone available.
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